


The ecovimec elevator fits the
home environment with
wisdom and elegance.

Electricity, Environment, 
Exclusive
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Electricity, Environment, 
Exclusive

Ecovimec platform lifting platform 
and easy movement add value to 

the installation through easy installa-
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Infrared sensors 
around the edge 
of the barrier for 
entering/exiting 
the passenger 
compartment to 
guarantee
maximum safety

Two-level retractable automatic door 
(automatic adjustment)

Three speed 
automatic 
telescopic and 
landing gates

Double glass 
hinges for luxury 
and style.

Panorama in alu-
minum; lightness 
in hand

concave veneer Concave veneer 
with viewfinder

stainless RAL color on request
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On The Panel
A. Impressions
B. Speaker (optional)
C. Load indicator
D. I-BUTTON for electronic access con-
trol system
E. Warning button

Floor
F. LCD display with trip indicator
G. Call Button: Green when the elevator 
is empty.
H. I-BUTTON FOR ELECTRONIC AC-
CESS CONTROL

cabin wall support 
structure

cabin platform
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The ECOVIMEC HL (Heavy Load) model has a higher load 
capacity: 500 kg.

For the HL version is the same as that of ECOVIMEC;
The solution is equipped with a more powerful engine (2.2 
kW).
and a stronger and more durable structure The platform size 
for this model is
1.460x1.170 mm. and 1.300x1.030 mm.

Alternatively, the HL VERSION is available weighted (150 kg 
only).
  This makes it ideal for the most intense applications.
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standard configuration

Cabin with gray walls “COLOR SERIES” (optional: 
beige, blue, maple, cherry).
“RUBBER SERIES” platform with gray stamp Buttons 
on the plane and on the ground 50 mm.
with braille without display “Energy Saving” with LED 
Strip Ceiling
Hollow Veneer Door with Window
Complies with the machinery directive EC 42-2006.

choice

I-BUTTON (electronic key) to manage independent 
access.
Announcing the sound to the incoming floor.
The sound goes to the floor that enters.
Auto dial 5 numbers in memory
display in the cabin
display on the floor panel
The handle is fixed to the cabin wall for use in public 
places and for people with disabilities.
Sliding doors on all cabins and floors
electric door operator for swing door
fire door
vertical or horizontal mirror
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